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DEFINITIONS

There is no male or female in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28).
Accordingly, all textual references to Male and female point to
spiritual principles and the words man and men, as well as the
pronouns, he, his and him, include, woman, women, she and her.

Christ Jesus is the only spiritual male. Accordingly, all powers
and principalities other than Christ Jesus are identified as female in
relation to him.

The powers and principalities which have incarnated this
fallen world (2 Cor. 4:4) are male in relation to fallen mankind, and
female in relation to Christ Jesus.

John 7:17-18
17 If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine,

whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself.
18 He that speaketh of himself seeketh his own glory: but he

that seeketh his glory that sent him, the same is true, and no
unrighteousness is in him.  KJV



Rev 3:18
I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich;

and white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness
do not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see. (KJV)
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Comments On “Matrix”
Part 3

<LivingEM>      Praise the Lord. Things have been very

tough in the Spirit. I am glad to see that you are all here and I am

hoping that you are all well. I went to the health food store this

morning and the clerk fully manifested at me, to the degree that she

slammed the drawer of the cash register. She was in a rage. Can

anyone explain what this means spiritually?  

<LAMB>   The fiery serpent is ascending?  

<Overcomer>   We are doing enough damage to Satan that

she in manifesting in the masses through anyone she can. 

<LivingEM>     The man in the street would not know what

you're talking about, Lamb. Yes, Overcomer, this is the truth,

although it is a very difficult truth for most people to understand, that

Satan can manifest her rage at us through total strangers. 

Remember, there are no accidents. Of course, the woman who

manifested was loaded with witchcraft and pride, and, yes, I did say

something that offended her, but what I said was the truth. Her

reaction was entirely inappropriate, and way beyond the bounds of

any clerk toward a customer. But, these circumstances are just the

doorway through which Satan enters the visible world. The

"doorway," is any mind which will receive Satan's thoughts and agree

to speak and act them out. Our carnal mind is the doorway, or the

gate, where thoughts knock and gain entrance to our life.

Gen. 19:1, And there came two angels to Sodom at

even; and Lot sat in the gate of Sodom: and Lot seeing them rose
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up to meet them; and he bowed himself with his face toward the

ground;  (KJV)

<LivingEM>     Can anyone tell us what the phrase, "He

bowed himself with his face toward the ground" means?  

<Overcomer>   He bowed his personality down low, and let

Christ arise in his personality.

<LivingEM>     Yes, this is true. The Hebrew word translated

"face," can be translated "personality." There is a prefix before the

Hebrew word translated "ground." it is the Hebrew letter, "aleph,"

which means "ox." The Hebrew word translated "ground" is Strong’s

776, which means "earth," not "ground." Can anyone tell us the

difference between “earth” and “ground”?  

<LAMB>   The ground has been watered? 

<LivingEM>     Which is that, LAMB? The dried out,

dehydrated earth signifies the barren Primordial Serpent. The hydrated

earth which is dissolved in the Primordial waters, is the fertile

Primordial Serpent, and the ground signifies the earth that is hydrated,

or watered to the point of clay, which is called “the fiery serpent.”

So we see in Genesis 19:1, that Lot sat in the gate. Can anyone

tell us the spiritual significance of the word "to sit"? The spiritual

significance of the Hebrew word translated "to sit," is "marriage." Lot

was married to the gate. And who is the gate?  

<Overcomer>   The mind, Christ.

Rev 4:1,  After this I looked, and, behold, a door was

opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were

of a trumpet talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I
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will shew thee things which must be hereafter.  (KJV)

Jn 10:7,  Then said Jesus unto them again, Verily, verily,

I say unto you, I am the door of the sheep.  (KJV)

Who is the gate? 

<JSNGSNG>   Christ Jesus? y

<LivingEM>     Yes, and in the old Testament?  

<JSNGSNG>   Spirit of Elijah  

<LivingEM>     When Jesus said, “I am the door,” he was still

in his flesh. Who spoke through Jesus? 

<LAMB>   Elijah

<Overcomer>   Adam? 

<LivingEM>     Yes, Adam is the name of the door in the Old

Testament. But, of course, there are two doors. What is Adam/Christ

Jesus the door to?  

<Overcomer>   Righteous timeline 

<LivingEM>     Yes, the righteous timeline. So who is the

other door?  

<LAMB>   Leviathan 

<Overcomer>   Leviathan

<LivingEM>     Yes, Leviathan is the door to what?  
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<Overcomer>   The Serpent's timeline 

<LivingEM>     Yes, Leviathan in the door to the Primordial

Serpent's timeline.

So we see that, according to the context of Genesis 19:1, Lot

was sitting at the gate that the two angels entered in through..

Actually, I am not sure that it was "two" angels. Remember,

Revelation 12:7 teaches that there are both evil and righteous angels.

Based on the spiritual principles, and principles of translation that the

Lord has given us, how else might we translate the word "two"? "Two

Angels" or???  

<LAMB>   Witness? 

<LivingEM>     How about "the second Angel"? Who are the

first and the second angels?  

<JSNGSNG>   Christ Jesus and Lord Jesus Christ 

<LivingEM>     Cain, the first, and Abel, the second born, can

be called angels, because angels are ambassadors. Cain is the

ambassador of the Primordial Serpent in this physical, visible world,

and Abel is Jehovah’s ambassador, or high priest, or mediator. 

So we can say that the second angel that the Primordial

Serpent generated, the revived Abel, entered into Lot’s consciousness,

or we can say that two angels, the revived Abel and the regenerated

Adam entered into Lot’s consciousness. But the two are one. The

revived Abel is swallowed up into the regenerated Adam. I would

have to translate the whole chapter to make an educated determination

as to the correct translation.

So we see that Lot was married to the gate/door, and that the
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regenerated Adam entered into Lot’s consciousness. But the Scripture

says that the two angels came to Sodom. Can anyone tell us what

Sodom represents? 

Rev 11:8,  And their dead bodies shall lie in the street of

the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where

also our Lord was crucified.  (KJV)

<LivingEM>     Can anyone tell us what “Sodom” means?  

<LAMB>   Babylon? 

<LivingEM>     What kind of behavior is derived from the

name “Sodom”?  Can anyone tell us what a Sodomite is?

<LAMB>   Homosexuality 

<LivingEM>     Yes, Sodom signifies homosexuality.  

<Myprecous1>   pervert 

<LivingEM>     Spiritually speaking, who are the Sodomites? 

<LAMB>   Whoever sleeps with Leviathan 

<LivingEM>     Yes, and who sleeps with Leviathan? Who

lusts after Leviathan?  

<LAMB>   Our fiery serpent 

<LivingEM>     Yes, Leviathan and the fiery serpent are the

spiritual Sodomites. Can anyone tell us why? Can anyone tell us why

Leviathan and the fiery serpent are Sodomites?  
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<LAMB>   They are both female? 

<LivingEM>     Yes, both Leviathan and the fiery serpent are

spiritually female. Can anyone tell us who, spiritually speaking, Egypt

represents?  

<LAMB>   The world 

<LivingEM>     Egypt signifies the flesh.  Who is the spiritual

flesh? Who is the spiritual female animal?  

<LAMB>   Ox 

<LivingEM>     And what is the name of the ox?  

<LAMB>   Behemoth 

<LivingEM>     Cain is the name of our spiritual flesh. Cain

is the many-membered spiritual, female animal which represents the

personalities of humanity.

"Behemoth" is a transliteration of the Hebrew word which

means "cattle." Can anyone tell us what a "transliteration" is?  

<LAMB>   A literal translation. 

<LivingEM>     Can anyone tell us the difference between a

"transliteration" and a "translation."? A "translation" converts the idea

of a word in one language, into the word of another language which

expresses the same idea. 

A "transliteration" carries the word, as well as the idea, into

another language. The most common example of a transliteration is

the English word "baptize." "Baptize" is a transliteration of the Greek
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word "baptizo," which means, to "immerse in water." Both the Greek

"baptizo" and the English "baptize" mean "to immerse in water." The

English word " baptize" is a transliteration of the Greek word

"baptizo." 

So we see in Revelation 11:8, that the two witnesses lie dead

in the street, or in the square, or in the open place, of Sodom, that

spiritually powerful city which is formed from the union of Leviathan

and the fiery serpent, because Egypt, represented by Cain, the animal

nature of mortal humanity has killed Christ Jesus in Israel and in the

Church. 

So we see that Genesis 19:1 is saying that Lot is a fallen man,

Yet, the regenerated Adam entered into Leviathan's great city within

the personality, Lot. Can anyone tell us on what legal ground the

regenerated Adam entered into Lot at the time that he was dominated

by Satan and Leviathan.  

<LAMB>   Confession and repentance of sin.

<LivingEM>     This is true, LAMB, but more specifically,

Genesis 19:1 tells us that Lot was married to the gate, the regenerated

Adam, who entered into his consciousness. 

The Hebrew word translated "at even" means "the night," and

signifies Leviathan. 
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Alternate Translation, Gen. 19:1,

And the second-born angel entered

into the city founded upon

Leviathan’s homosexual union with

the fiery serpent, because the

personality, Lot, turned away from

Satan and Leviathan (the earth) and

married Adam, the regenerated gate

to the righteous timeline [or, Adam

entered into Lot’s consciousness

through a spiritual sexual

relationship with Lot], and

Leviathan and the fiery serpent, the

city founded on homosexuality, saw

Lot ascend because of his [intimate]

contact with Adam..

<LivingEM>     Does anybody remember the events that led

up to Adam’s visitation? 

Gen 18:32, And he said, Oh let not the Lord be angry, and

I will speak yet but this once: Peradventure ten shall be found

there. And he said, I will not destroy it for ten’s sake.  (KJV)

<LivingEM>     The angels came to Sodom seeking ten

righteous men, and Lot qualified to be tested for righteousness. Can

anyone tell us what the test for righteousness is?  

<JSNGSNG>   Exposure of sin? 

Lk 9:5,  And whosoever will not receive you, when ye go

out of that city, shake off the very dust from your feet for a

testimony against them.  (KJV)
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<LivingEM>     Only a righteous man will receive another

righteous man. Only Christ will recognize and receive Christ. And

what makes us a righteous man?  

<LAMB>   The ability to judge between the thoughts of Satan

and Christ. 

<LivingEM>     And what is that ability? Or, rather, who is

that ability?  

<LAMB>   righteous judgment     Christ Jesus.

<LivingEM>     Yes, Christ Jesus is our righteousness. When

the mind of Christ Jesus controls our life, we are righteous by faith,

even though we are not yet perfect. Can anyone tell us what makes us

righteous in reality?  

<LAMB>   Confession and repentance of sin continually.  

<DANIEL42>   Imparted anointing 

<LivingEM>     Yes, both answers are correct.  

<JSNGSNG>   When we choose the mind of Christ over the

carnal mind,

<LivingEM>     The imparted anointing is a spiritual

condition where our negative principles are bound PERMANENTLY

under Christ Jesus' authority. And who are the negative principles of

our being?  

<DANIEL42>   Serpent's household  

<Overcomer>   Cain 
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<LivingEM>     Yes, this is true.  And what are the names of

the Primordial Serpent household?  

<DANIEL42>   Leviathan, fiery serpent?  

<DANIEL42>   Satan  

<JSNGSNG>   Leviathan and Fiery Serpent? 

<LivingEM>     Cain is one. Yes, Leviathan and the fiery

serpent and Satan.  

<LAMB>   Cain, 

<LivingEM>     Cain, Satan, Leviathan. So we see from this

short study that only those who are married to the gate/door of the

righteous timelime can hope to close the door to Leviathan's

unrighteous timeline. 

We are using the movie "matrix" to demonstrate these spiritual

principles. Morpheus instructs Neo, the hero called to deliver

humanity from the Matrix, in these principles with a computer

program that shows masses of people hurrying along a city street, like

you might expect to find in a cosmopolitan "rush hour." The people

in the crowd are business people pursuing their busy lifestyle, but

suddenly someone who does not fit the mold appears in the crowd.

Can anyone tell us who caught "Neo's eye." Who, or what distracted

Neo?  

<JSNGSNG>   A beautiful blond.

<LivingEM>     Yes, Neo, our hero, the savior of the matrix,

was distracted by a blond bombshell in a sexy dress. Her image took

Neo's mind off of his instruction, and Morpheus pointed out this
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vulnerability to Neo by saying, "turn around and look again." Does

anybody remember what happened when Neo turned around to look

at the blond bombshell a second time?

 

<Overcomer>   An agent with a gun.

<LivingEM>     Yes, the sexy woman had turned into an

"agent," the term used to describe the secret police of the Matrix. The

transformation from a blonde bombshell into an agent, is easy to

discern in the movie, because the transformation was blatantly visible. 

 The sexy blond bombshell turned into a male in a dark suit

wearing dark glasses who was pointing a gun at Neo's face. So,

Morpheus, teaches Neo that all of the inhabitants of the Matrix are a

system. This means that they all have a common root, and because all

of the people of the system/Matrix have a common root, the agents of

the Matrix can enter into any one of them, overshadow them and take

possession of their mind and physical body. 

The Hollywoodization of this spiritual principal makes the

point very well. Every human being is a potential vessel to be used by

Satan to kill our spiritual life, or at the very least, to hinder it. Satan

can rise up in any human being in the system known as "humanity,"

except for those who are married to the door of the righteous

timelime. Can anyone tell us how Satan can rise into the conscious

mind of any of the members of humanity and use them for her own

purposes? What is the door that she enters through?  

<LAMB>   Through the collective mind of Leviathan in

humanity. 

<LivingEM>     That is close. Satan is the collective

unconscious mind of mortal humanity. Satan is the author of each and
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every thought that rises into the conscious mind of each and every

member of humanity. How can this be, protests the unenlightened

man. The answer is that Satan is both good and evil. Satan is the root

of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Can anyone tell us what

part of the Tree the personality is?  

<LAMB>   The leaves.  

<JSNGSNG>   Leaves 

<LivingEM>     Yes, the leaves. The leaves of a tree are

generated by the energy of the root. Jesus said that He had much to

tell the Pharisees, but that they could not bear it at that time. The

leaves of the spiritual tree, the personalities, are the offspring of Satan,

the root of the Tree. Therefore, Satan has access to every human being

born of a woman.

Most people find this hard to believe because they do not

understand Satan's devices. Yes, I know that the King James

Translation says that we know all about Satan's devices, but I suggest

to you that Paul was speaking about the apostles and not about the

disciples, and certainly not about the members of humanity who are

not even disciples of Christ Jesus. 

Several times in the movie, the Matrix, we see an agent arising

up from the inside of an unsuspecting human being. In one instance

it was a pilot, in another instance it was a homeless person sleeping

in the basement of a building. Can anybody tell us the result to the

personality of an agent rising up to manifest through that person?

How did this affect the personality? 

In both of the instances that I just mentioned, the personality

died. In the Matrix, the personality dies because the agent

overshadows them to enter into a warfare with the freedom fighters.
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The freedom fighters had to shoot at the physical body of the

personality, because the agent who was trying to kill them was

overshadowing the mind of that body. When the personality died, the

agent would merely arise from within another personality. 

Brethren, this movie, the Matrix, is an excellent visual

expression of how Satan and Leviathan incarnate in mortal humanity

from generation to generation. Satan and Leviathan signify Jehovah's

spiritual seminal fluid which has been temporarily apprehended by the

Primordial Serpent. Can anyone tell us which part of Jehovah's

spiritual seminal fluid is manifesting as Satan? Which part of

Jehovah's spiritual seminal fluid is manifesting as Leviathan?  

<LAMB>   The waters 

<LivingEM>     What about the waters? Who is the waters? 

<LAMB>   Satan 

<LivingEM>     Yes, Satan is the polluted waters of Jehovah’s

seminal fluid. Can anyone tell us what the pollutant is? What, or who,

is polluting the waters?  

<LAMB>   Earth 

<LivingEM>     Yes, the earth, which is the Primordial

Serpent, is polluting the waters of Jehovah's spiritual seminal fluid.

Leviathan is the collective name for the sperm of Jehovah's spiritual

seminal fluid, which fell under the Primordial Serpent's control and

became evil. Can anyone tell us the name of the individual spiritual

sperm?  

<LAMB>   Fiery serpent 
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<LivingEM>     Yes, the fiery serpent. So we see that Satan

and Leviathan are inhabiting the Primordial ox which Adam formed

for Jehovah to inhabit, but that they are killing her from generation to

generation, rather than imparting eternal life to her. Can anyone tell

us why Satan and Leviathan kill Adam’s ox when they inhabit her?  

<LAMB>   They use up her energy. 

<LivingEM>     What is the present day manifestation of

Adam ox?  

<LAMB>   Human beings.  

<Overcomer>   We are  

<Myprecous1>   We are

<Overcomer>   The sons whose personality Adam has.

<LivingEM>     This is true.  Satan and Leviathan feed off of

the energy that Adam imparted to his spiritual ox when he formed her. 

<LivingEM>     It is true that Satan and Leviathan feed off of

the energy of mortal men, and because of this mortal men become

sick and die. Why doesn't Adam's spiritual ox die when Jehovah

occupies her?  

<LAMB>   He's a continuous supply of strength. 

<Overcomer>   Jehovah gives, rather than takes, the energy

<LivingEM>     Yes, and Jehovah is manifesting Himself to

us through the Lord Jesus Christ today.  
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<LivingEM>    Christ Jesus is an inexhaustible source of

energy. He, therefore, gives life to the personalities of humanity,

rather than consumes our life. And this is the basis for the concept of

salvation, that all of our spiritual needs should be met through the life

of the Lord Jesus Christ. Those who marry Christ Jesus shall live

forever in a world which is not energy drained, but flourishing

because of an abundance of energy provided by the sun of

righteousness, who shines eternally in the heavens above the visible

spiritual world. Can anyone tell us where the visible spiritual world

is?  

<Overcomer>   Third energy center. No, 4th heart center  

<JSNGSNG>   4th energy center 

<LivingEM>     The visible spiritual world is in the heart

center. That is the fourth center.  

<Myprecous1>   The fourth center 

<LivingEM>    What appears to be the visible world to us is

merely a spiritual computer-generated image  projected from the right

side of the heart center, which is under Satan's sea. Spiritually

speaking, our world is under water. So we see that we must be ever

vigilant to watch for manifestations of Satan arising in the human

beings that we share our lives with. 

Matt. 10:34, Think not that I am come to send peace on

earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword.  

   35 For I am come to set a man at variance

against his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the

daughter in law against her mother in law.  

   36 And a man’s foes shall be they of his own
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household.  (KJV)

<LivingEM>     This principle, as set forth in the Matrix, is

true, but it is much more difficult to recognize in this world. Can

anyone tell us why it is much more difficult to recognize Satan

manifesting in our world, than it is to recognize an agent manifesting

in the Matrix?

<JSNGSNG>   Satan comes as an angel of light 

<LivingEM>     Because in the Matrix the agents have the

ability to reform the physical body of the people they arise in. This

spiritual principle is demonstrated in the movie when the head agent

manipulates the skin of Neo's mouth. Can anybody tell us what the

head agent did to Neo's mouth?  

<LAMB>   Made him his mouthpiece. 

<LivingEM>     The head agent removed Neo's mouth. The

flesh of Neo's body was as wet clay to the head agent. He could do

anything that he wanted with it by merely thinking the change. You

may recall that the head agent wanted to minimize the noise that Neo

might make when they bugged him, so he manipulated the flesh/clay

of Neo's face to remove his mouth. 

Is this so far from Jesus causing a withered arm to grow out,

or forming an eye where there was no eye? The only difference that

I can see is that the motive for one act was evil, and the motive for the

other act was righteous. So we see that in the Matrix, the physical

flesh of the personality disappears under the image of the agent which

is overshadowing him. 

I have been preaching about this spiritual principal for years,

saying that the personality covers, or stands in front of, the spiritual
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man, Christ Jesus. I have experienced Christ Jesus completely over-

shadowing me and manifesting through my physical body, but He did

not remold my flesh. So we see that the agent in the Matrix changes

the external visage of the personality when he lays hold of her

members, but that Christ Jesus does not. 

In the Matrix, the agents have their own image, but in Christ

Jesus we, the personalities of humanity,  are the image of the Lord

Jesus Christ and Christ Jesus. The personalities of humanity have a

much more difficult time recognizing their enemy than the freedom

fighters of the Matrix, because our enemy does not have a visage of

its own like the Matrix agents, but uses the visage of our closest

friends and family members to discourage us and turn us away from

the lifestyle that delivers us from the prison of this physical world. 

We are not likely to experience anyone, a total stranger, or our

friends or relatives, pointing a gun at our face, although this might

very well happen to the personalities who have open doors in their life

for this kind of manifestation. 

In other words, at least at this time, we should not expect any

unnatural behavior from our friends and relatives. Satan will work

through their own personality characteristics. If your friend is given

toward anger, he may manifest Satan's anger toward you. If your

friend is given toward envy or other forms of negativity, he may

discourage you, or criticize you, when you were struggling to obey

Christ Jesus. He might try to put fear on you, to stop you from

keeping your commitments to Christ Jesus. 

Our goal is to be influenced by no one except Christ Jesus, but

this does not mean that we cannot be influenced by other

personalities. Christ Jesus speaks to was through a multitude of

counselors, as well as directly to us, in the Spirit. We must listen for

His voice everywhere. Christ Jesus has spoken to me through
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authority figures, through relatives, through believers, through

nonbelievers, and through behavioral sinners. Can anyone tell us what

a behavioral sinner is?  

<Overcomer>   Someone who is presently acting out the sin 

<LivingEM>     Yes, this is true. We are all sinners in our

spirit and in our mind. We are all adulterers, but we are not all

physically committing adultery. We are all fornicators,  but we are not

all physically fornicating. 

Every time our discouragement or criticism turns someone

away from what Christ Jesus told them to do, we are a thief, but

everyone is not discouraging and critical. Neither does everyone give

counsel out of their own heart and try to influence other people for

their own personal gratification. 

So if the reaping and sowing judgment places our present

condition in this world in an abusive family situation, it is possible

that our mate might point a gun at us someday. I hope and pray that

this would never happen to someone in Christ, but I would not be

honest if I were to say that this were not possible. Hopefully, anyone

who comes to Christ with such a negative potential in life, would

submit to Godly counsel to remove them from such a dangerous

situation, break the curses, and pursue Christ Jesus’ lifestyle, which

cleanses us from sin. 

There are no accidents. Every dysfunctional relationship has

two sides to it -- the abuser and the victim. If you are the victim in an

abusive relationship, you need spiritual ministry as well as the abuser.

Abuser and victim are two sides of the same coin, whether it is

obvious or not. 

Arise saith the Lord, and depart from this ungodly
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lifestyle. 

<LivingEM>     Whoever that was for, the Lord does not

necessarily mean a physical departure, but a refusal to act out the role

that Satan has orchestrated for you. I call it "refusing to play the

game." If the abuser provokes you to rage, or any other ungodly

behavior, refuse the provocation by waging warfare against your own

response rather than the attack of the abuser. Fight with your own

negative principles rather than the one who is provoking you, and to

the abuser, be forgiving, and kind. Of course, I am not speaking about

someone who is physically beating you or holding a gun in-your-face.

I am talking about verbal and emotional abuse. 

But before you can change your Satan/pride-oriented response,

your eyes must open to the spiritual reality of your condition. You

must look beyond the words, and deal with the motives generating the

words in Christ Jesus. We must remain ever aware that more often

than not our spiritual enemies do not even know that they are being

used to turn us away from Christ Jesus. That frequently they do not

understand us or our lifestyle, and that very often they are afraid of us,

or rather, the one who is in us. 

Our primary goal to every provocation must be a Godly

response out of Christ Jesus, because when we respond out of Christ

Jesus, no sin is imputed to us. When we respond out of pride or

witchcraft, sin is imputed to us, even though we have been provoked. 

In the film the Matrix, the agents "bug" Neo by placing a

creature inside of him. As far as I am concerned, this was the most

"Hollywoodized" aspect of the film. Satan does not need to put

anything into us from the outside. Humanity is already filled with

other life forms. We know that there is a fiery serpent inside of us, and

some of us also know that the fiery serpent increases into flying

insects when she ascends into the third energy center. 
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I have taught you that those insects are moths. At this time I

must wait to hear more about the location of the moths from the Lord,

because the Lord has told me that the fiery serpent becomes spiritual

flies. The fiery serpent, which is the worm that Jesus talks about,

changes into flies, just like maggots become flies in this world. This

is why the Pharisees said that Jesus cast out demons by Beelzebub, the

Lord of the flies.

Matt. 10:25,  It is enough for the disciple that he be as his

master, and the servant as his lord. If they have called the master

of the house Beelzebub, how much more shall they call them of his

household? (KJV)

Matt. 12:24,  But when the Pharisees heard it, they said,

This fellow doth not cast out devils, but by Beelzebub the prince

of the devils. (KJV)

<LivingEM>     The Pharisees were saying that Jesus acquired

His power to cast out demons because the fiery serpent was ascended

into His third energy center, where she converts into the spiritual flies

that ascend into the seventh energy center, where they become the

swine. The Pharisees had a great deal of spiritual knowledge. 

Well, this message is the Matrix - Part 3, so I don't want to

ramble on. Are there any questions or comments?  

<Overcomer>   Maybe the flies turn to moths as they ascend

higher and to yet again vampire bats when they ascend higher yet 

<LivingEM>     I don't think so because the Pharisees didn’t

say that Jesus cast out demons  by the moths. I will tell you as soon

as I hear from the Lord about this issue. 

I break curses of abuse and victimization in the Name of Jesus.
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I heal the blind eyes, and strengthen the weak knees, in the Name of

Jesus. I open deaf ears in the Name of Jesus, and heal the cripple. 

May we all, and everyone who reads this transcript, receive

our spiritual sight. May our spiritual ears be opened, may we rise out

of our spiritual wheelchairs, may our withered arms grow out, may the

spiritual widow marry Christ Jesus, and may the spiritual orphan be

adopted by the glorified Jesus Christ, our father, and the indwelling

Christ Jesus, our spiritual mother. May our weak knees be

strengthened forever more. 

For those of you who do not know it, the knee signifies the

Christ mind.

May Christ who is weak because the personalities who are

carrying him are not feeding him, receive adequate amounts of the

Doctrine of Christ. May He grow up into a tall, strong tree, and save

the personality who is bearing Him. 

God bless you all. 

Good night.
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